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AUTOCAD 2009 (32&64BIT)
TELECHARGER TELECHARGER LE
TORRENT. b : . . 1 :. v.. . - :. :.. It's

working : But not clear : Help me to
fix this? A: The reference num

doesn't match the block name in the
rule v. def. @extends.. When it tries

to find the reference of v, it can't
find. You probably want: v

@extends.. MORRISTOWN — Police
are investigating the fatal shooting of
a man in his home and the killing of

a man outside a local restaurant. The
man who died in his Morristown
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home, about 11 a.m. Sunday, was
identified by the Morris County

Prosecutor's Office as Berthold O.
Welter, 56, of Mountainside. The man

who was killed at about 2 p.m.
Sunday, and whose identity has not

been released, was said to be an
employee of the restaurant where
the first man was shot. Police said
the first shooting occurred at the
Green Wild Rose restaurant, on

Morris Avenue, but have not released
information about a possible

relationship between the two men.
Police said they have found at least
two weapons used in the shootings,

but have not disclosed further
details. Police have not said whether

the first shot was fired into the
restaurant where the second

shooting occurred, or if the shootings
were connected. David Gullo may be

reached at
dgullo@njadvancemedia.com. Follow
him on Twitter @DavidGulloNJ. Find
NJ.com on Facebook.Q: How to fix
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this? Tkinter.TclError: unknown
option "-command" Here is a sample
from the code: import tkinter from

tkinter import * root = Tk()
root.title("test") def a():

window.destroy() button =
Button(text = "test", command = a)
window = Tk() window.resizable(0
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